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ТРЕНДЫ ……………………...……………………………………………………………
‘Don’t set it and forget it’: Artificial intelligence’s role in media buying is taking shape
https://digiday.com/marketing/ai-used-media-buying-just-not-expected/
The reality of artificial intelligence’s role in media buying may be turning out very different from the dream.
Automation and AI could be used, so the theory went, for forecasting, analyzing data and ultimately
improving campaign performance, so that marketers could change and reallocate budgets quickly. But
despite advancements being made, AI’s adoption for media buying is ending up with slightly different use
cases.
“The AI is there,” said Jason Harrison, CEO of North America for WPP’s Essence. “You’re just not seeing
it in the ways you would have expected.”
The expectation was that AI’s use for media buying — otherwise known as automated decision-making —
would enable machines to tap data about specific audiences so as to create automated campaigns across
different digital channels. And this would enable agencies to stop worrying about the minute details of
media planning and buying so they could instead spend more time on strategic work and insight delivery
for their clients. But so far, that hasn’t been the case, as AI has led media buyers, as previously reported
by Digiday, to spend added time on campaign reporting and the more difficult aspects of the job.
And AI’s role in media buying hasn’t been nearly as sexy as pitched: While media agencies have been
able to use AI to automate campaigns (mostly for paid search advertising), it has been delivering better
targeted audiences for the same amount of money as marketers previously spent and clarifying the gaps
in a media plan rather than handling all the minute details.
AI’s use for media buying hasn’t lived up to the dream for a few reasons. For one, the effects of AI’s use
on media buying are generally still found in a biddable, programmatic environment where marketers have
come to expect automation. And agencies, marketers and platform providers are all still testing the best
ways to use AI for media buying. Without a set of standards in place, it difficult to compare marketers’ use
of AI for media buying.
“Outside of the current state of programmatic, adoption of AI isn’t widespread in a systemic and systematic
way across the industry,” wrote William Restrepo, svp of business intelligence for Publicis Media, in an
email. “Different agencies and different vendors (and vendor types) are still in a trial-and-error phase
determining what works and doesn’t work for them.”
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At the same time, Facebook and Google have made advancements in the AI media buying capabilities for
their platforms, making it appealing for marketers to use those platforms’ AI rather than continuing to build
out their own.
At least, that has been case for Orangetheory Fitness. Just slightly more than two years ago, the high-end
gym chain launched its own AI platform, enabling the company to slice its cost per lead from $20 to $8
and end up with better leads. With those results, the chain quadrupled its media spend and focused most
of those dollars on AI. But although the company once was bullish about its own AI platform, Orangetheory
has since pulled the plug on it, opting instead to have its internal teams and its media agency, the Tombras
Group, manage more of its media buying and planning decisions.
“We were heavily relying our digital media efforts on AI two years ago,” said Tammie DeGrasse-Cabrera,
the global marketing director for Orangetheory Fitness. “We’ve shifted back and really made sure the
humans on our team, [those on] our media agency, are really doing that for us. We’re also using AI that’s
already being developed in media platforms like Facebook and Google and connecting that and marrying
that to the art and science of media buying,” she added.
Orangetheory Fitness’s AI journey might be a microcosm of what midlevel marketers have been
experiencing when using AI for media buying. Now that Facebook’s and Google’s AI for media buying has
become more advanced, relying on those platforms has become attractive for marketers rather than
spending significant resources on building out their own. That’s especially true at this point since the
promise that AI would making the job of media buying simpler has not come to fruition.
But that’s not the case for larger marketers with the resources to build their own AI solution, according to
media executives; they said that major marketers are still vying for custom solutions that tap AI for media
buying across a variety of platforms.
“We rely on automation, but we don’t set it and forget it,” said Doug Rozen, chief media officer for 360i,
who noted that his company has made significant advancements in use of AI for media buying over the
last six months although work still remains. “It’s the human and the robot working together — almost like
sometimes the automation is taking a blunt object to something that’s more nuanced than just applying
the overall algorithmic automation to it.”
When it comes to AI’s use for media buying, the complexity of what’s being accomplished is at times
difficult to convey to marketers. And for someone not using the platforms each day, it’s easy to miss the
ways that AI is already changing media buying in a biddable environment. Publishers and platform
providers have done a good job of externalizing the technology and interfaces to make it easy for someone
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to place a media buy and enter constraints, Harrison said. It becomes akin to indicating “this is how much
I’m willing to pay; these are my bid thresholds; this is the outcome I expect; here’s how much I have to
spend” and hitting go, he said.
Added Harrison: “Behind the scenes, the work of those platforms has gotten a lot smarter; and the return,
the value that advertisers get for that money, is a lot more because in theory it’s being targeted to the right
people; it’s more precise and all of that is powered by AI decisioning.” He said, “It’s not fair to [say] it hasn’t
gone anywhere. It has. You’re just not as explicitly seeing it.”
As Luke Lambert, OMD USA’s head of programmatic advertising, observed, “What we’re really seeing is
not the change in output that we were always dreaming about, that we thought AI would produce for us.”
He added, “Instead, it’s taught us that there’s a better way of doing things before we even give the AI a
dollar to spend, which is a positive thing. It’s a good thing to find process efficiencies. We just expected
them to be on the other side.”
Even though AI’s use for media buying has not to date delivered quite what was expected, media
executives are still bullish on its potential and the need for marketers to enlist it. “We’ve really only
scratched the surface,” Harrison said. “The more complexity you have in the media ecosystem with the
number of players, platforms and opportunities, [and] the more complexity you have in the content
ecosystem, with options in the way people consume and see content, the harder it is to train machines to
anticipate where the next best impression should go.” He added, “That’s really the challenge now to build
AI that can accommodate and contemplate all of that complexity.”
And despite the challenges associated with contending with all that complexity, he said, the need for AI to
help media buyers manage those players, platforms and channels is clear. “Humans are not going to be
able to do that decision game much longer and arguably we’re doing it at a suboptimal way today,” Harrison
said. “The sooner we build AI to do that job the better marketers’ outcomes will be.”

Facebook sued in U.S. federal court for alleged anticompetitive conduct
https://in.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-antitrust/facebook-sued-in-u-s-federal-court-for-allegedanticompetitive-conduct-idINKBN1ZG01Y
SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - Four companies sued Facebook Inc (FB.O) in U.S. federal court on
Thursday for alleged anticompetitive conduct, saying the social network inappropriately revoked developer
access to its platform in order to harm prospective competitors.
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The plaintiffs sought class-action status and unspecified damages, according to a filing at the U.S. District
Court for the Northern District of California.
“Facebook faced an existential threat from mobile apps, and while it could have responded by competing
on the merits, it instead chose to use its might to intentionally eliminate its competition,” said Yavar
Bathaee, a partner at law firm Pierce Bainbridge and co-lead counsel in the case.
Facebook indicated that it would fight the lawsuit.
“In the current environment, where plaintiffs’ attorneys see financial opportunities, claims like this aren’t
unexpected but they are without merit,” a Facebook spokesperson said in an email statement.
The filing is an escalation of Facebook’s battles with small app developers that had built companies based
on access to its user data. Facebook cut off access for certain apps as far back as 2012, while still allowing
access for others.
Thousands of pages of damaging internal emails have emerged from a similar lawsuit filed by Six4Three,
the developer of a now-shuttered bikini photo app. Facebook has described the Six4Three case as
baseless.
The social network also faces multiple investigations into possible antitrust violations by regulators around
the world.

4 Questions to Boost Your Social Media Marketing
https://hbr.org/2020/01/4-questions-to-boost-your-social-media-marketing
Companies of all sizes today are looking to improve the effectiveness of their social media marketing —
and with good reason: Digital platforms are constantly innovating the way that brands are discovered,
shared and experienced. The data speaks for itself: The number of worldwide social network users is
expected to reach 3.09 billion monthly active users by 2021, and global internet users spend some 136
minutes per day surfing social networks. Many organizations have responded by allocating more resources
to digital marketing — technology now accounts for 29% of total marketing expense budgets, according
to a recent Gartner estimate, and digital ad spend for 2020 is estimated at about $385 billion.
Yet these numbers are a double-edged sword. Consumers today react to products, services and ad
campaigns in real-time through social media, creating new demands on organizations. Generating and
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sustaining high levels of engagement and enthusiasm online requires clarity around the firm’s goals and
values.
Successful digital strategies are not about aesthetics or style, but a fit between what your brand promises
and delivers. To develop your strategy, ask yourself the following questions:
1. What are your goals?
In the case of startups and niche products, your social media marketing strategy may begin with the need
to test ideas, create awareness and build anticipation for new products and services. In other cases, the
goals can be far more specific — boosting sales, geographic expansion, increasing real-time brand
engagement, or generating quality sales leads.
Once you’ve set your goals, identify your metrics for success. Are you looking to gain “likes”? Do you want
to spark an online dialogue around an issue? Or do you want to inspire behavior change, for example,
encouraging your followers to recycle? Your metrics must align with your marketing goals.
The sheer volume of available data can make this task challenging. Clearly defined metrics, including a
timeline and budget, will ensure that your campaign is on track. Not only do goals allow you to clearly
measure your progress, they will also give you a clear answer to the next question that you need to ask
which is…
2. Which platforms should we be using?
Decision making around platforms must be rooted in an understanding of your customer’s identity and
preferences. Different social platforms appeal to different demographics, and you need to do the research
to find out where your target audience hangs out online. For example, younger audiences may be more
effectively reached on newer platforms, like TikTok or Snapchat. Health and wellness brands, with their
emphasis on aesthetics, may want to develop on a more visual strategy, focused on Instagram. The same
logic applies to geography — WhatsApp is popular in India, whereas if you want to reach people in China,
you’d need to focus on WeChat or Weibo.
3. What is your content strategy?
Quite often, organizations have the budget, team, agencies, and ideas in place, but they have haven’t
thought deeply about content. This leaves both revenue and goodwill on the table: One survey revealed
that 46% of consumers reported they follow brands because of the inspirational content. You need to
understand what types of content — for example, articles, video, pictures — will drive engagement with
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your audience. Great content strategies create conversation and sharing with the brand and amongst other
users.
Your content should be unique, useful, and shareable. For example, one of the authors (Deepa) is currently
working with ArogyaWorld, a global health nonprofit, on a campaign to help establish some common
understanding around “eating right” in India. Inspired by the U.S. government’s MyPlate.gov initiative, we
worked with a leading design firm to translate the Indian government’s complex nutritional guidelines into
a simple picture for both North and South Indian cuisine, showing cooked quantities and meal plan options
for various ages and lifestyles. The graphic will be rolled out on social media and in its Healthy Workplace
program that cover 3 million employees.
If your content is sensitive, your content strategy should take that into consideration. For example,
Techdivine, a firm owned by one of the authors (Ananthanarayanan), once worked with a client in the
mental health industry who was concerned about the lack of engagement on their Facebook page. It
quickly became clear that most users were not comfortable engaging on this issue on a public platform.
We re-oriented the strategy to encourage users to chat with the brand by using private messaging options
of social networking sites. We also created resources which allowed people to get answers to their
questions securely with expert articles shared via exclusive password access through private chats on
social networking platforms.
4. Are you ready to talk with your audience — in real time?
Social media interactions are two-way — driven by both brands and consumers — so your organization
needs to show that it is listening and engaging with questions, concerns, and suggestions. Companies
that seize a moment can generate brand awareness and goodwill. For example, when a Twitter user
recently mocked a South African man who proposed in a KFC, the fast-food chain responded by providing
the couple with a wedding planner. Many other brands, including Coca-Cola, Woolworths and Audi, also
chipped in to support the couple, showering them with gifts and experiences.
Social media offers brands the opportunity to create memorable experiences. Techdivine, a firm owned by
one of the authors (Ananth), once saw a tweet from someone travelling from Manhattan to Chicago for the
first time, mentioning that she was looking for something spicy to eat. We looked back at her earlier tweets,
which hinted at an interest in arts. So, on behalf of our client, a restaurant based out of Chicago, we
welcomed her to the Windy City and even shared links to some interesting art events and activities around
the city. We made sure, not to pitch our restaurant prematurely. Curious to know who we were, she thanked
us for our tweet and inquired about our restaurant. At this point, we sent her a beautiful collage of some
popular spicy dishes that the restaurant served, along with a map and a deal she could unlock if she visited
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the restaurant and tagged the brand by checking in. Needless to say, what followed was a visit, not only
from her, but many others who saw this conversation online.
Brands today, have a much bigger ability (and responsibility) to inspire and connect with consumers.
Trusted brands are more likely to attract business, and social media is a powerful tool to create
engagement, gain feedback, and build that trust with your audience. By answering the above questions,
you can ensure that your social strategy aligns with your goals and adds values for your users.

BRAND SAFETY ..…………...……………………………………………………………
YouTube опять просчитался с размещением рекламы
Реклама крупных брендов попала в пользовательское антинаучное видео
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/youtube-opyat-proschitalsya-s-razmeshcheniem-reklamy-41416.html
Видеосервис YouTube вновь разместил рекламу крупнейших глобальных компаний в видео
с недостоверным контентом. На этот раз реклама попала в пользовательские антинаучные видео,
в которых авторы выражают своё мнение по поводу состояния окружающей среды, пишет The
Verge.
Своё расследование по этому вопросу провела некоммерческая организация Avaaz. Она
выяснила, что в сомнительных видео идёт речь о том, что выбросы парниковых газов не влияют
на повышение температуры на Земле, и доказываются другие противоречащие заботе об экологии
вещи. В этих роликах размещалась реклама экологических организаций, в частности, Greenpeace
и «Всемирного фонда дикой природы», которые крайне нетерпимы к дезинформации по вопросам
экологии. Также в этих сомнительных видео была обнаружена реклама 108 брендов, в том числе
Samsung, Uber, Nintendo, Showtime, Harley Davidson и Warner Bros.
Цель Avaaz в этом последнем отчете — не запретить видео с отрицанием изменения климата,
а заставить YouTube прекратить показ рекламы на них и не рекомендовать их зрителям.
Видеосервис в свою очередь утверждает, что платформа отдает приоритет «авторитетным
источникам» по таким темам, как изменение климата. Руководство YouTube также поставило под
сомнение расследование Avaaz, в частности, метод оценки рекомендованных видео.
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В 2017 году крупные мировые компании выяснили, что их объявления стали появляться
на YouTube на страницах и в роликах, посвящённых национализму и экстремизму. Позднее
рекламодатели приостановили расходы на рекламу, узнав, что их объявления показывают в видео
с детьми, которые комментировали педофилы. После этого некоторые рекламодатели, в числе
которых Disney, AT&T, Nestle и Hasbro, объявили об уходе с видеохостинга.

Global Alliance for Responsible Media pledges action on harmful online content
https://mobilemarketingmagazine.com/global-alliance-for-responsible-media-pledges-action-on-harmfulonline-content
The Global Alliance for Responsible Media (GARM) has unveiled its strategy to create a more
sustainable and responsible digital environment that protects consumers, the media industry and society.

Between July and September 2019, an estimated 620m pieces of harmful content were removed by
YouTube, Facebook and Instagram. Because of the platforms’ investments in teams and tools, the
majority of this content was removed before consumers actually saw them. However, approximately
9.2m pieces of harmful content still reached consumers during that 3-month period, equating to roughly
one piece of harmful content viewed per second[i].

GARM is taking action in a collaborative approach to protecting the 4bn consumers online today, with the
goal of eliminating harmful online content and ensuring that bad actors have no access to advertiser
funding. In addition to being profiled as a Lighthouse Project by the World Economic Forum, a series that
spotlights the ways in which stakeholders are making concrete progress to address the biggest
challenges of our time, the GARM has now been officially recognised as a key project for 2020 in
Shaping the Future of Media Entertainment and Culture platform.

The Alliance was launched in June 2019 by the World Federation of Advertisers (WFA) in partnership
with its US member, the Association of National Advertisers (ANA). The initiative continues to be driven
by WFA and brings together a coalition representing $97bn in global advertising spending through 39
advertisers, six agency holding companies, seven leading media platforms and seven industry
associations.

The coalition will accelerate progress by means of a three-pronged action plan starting June onwards.
The first element of this is shared definitions. The Alliance has developed and will adopt common
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definitions to ensure that the advertising industry is categorizing harmful content in the same way. The
11 key definitions covering areas such as explicit content, drugs, spam and terrorism will enable
platforms, agencies and advertisers to have a shared understanding of what is harmful content and how
to protect vulnerable audiences, such as children. The Alliance believes that establishing these
standards is the first step needed to stop harmful content from being monetised through advertising.

The second is common tools and systems: The Alliance will develop and adopt common tools that will
create better links across advertiser controls, media agencies tools, and the platform efforts to categorize
content. It believes that creating these links will improve transparency and accuracy in how media
investments are steered towards safer consumer experiences, across images, videos and editorial
comments.

The third element is independent oversight. The Alliance will establish shared measurement standards
so that the industry and platforms can fairly assess their ability to block, demonetize, and take down
harmful content. It said that transparency via common measures and methodology for advertisers,
agencies and platforms is key to guiding actions that enhance safety for consumers. Adopting key
measures and agreeing to independent verification will be key to driving improvement for all parties,
which it will look to track annually. A special working group will be activating this strategy starting in April.
GARM’s long-term vision is to drive growth and connectivity for society on ad-supported media
platforms, which foster and enable civil dialogue. Going forward, it said it is committed to taking further
bold steps which represent the industry’s unique contribution to the challenge of eliminating harmful
content, complementing the approaches that have been taken by governments and online platforms.
“Advertisers can play a unique role in improving the digital ecosystem that we all want to enjoy,” said
WFA CEO, Stephan Loerke. “Given that brands fund many of the platforms and content providers, we
can ensure society gets the benefits of connectivity without the downsides that have sadly also emerged.
These first steps by the GARM are a significant move in the right direction, which will benefit consumers,
society and brands.”
A number of GARM’s advertiser and agency members have also expressed their support for the
initiative. Marc Pritchard, Chief Brand Officer at Procter & Gamble, said: “It’s time to create a responsible
media supply chain that is built for the year 2030 – one that operates in a way that is safe, efficient,
transparent, accountable, and properly moderated for everyone involved, especially for the consumers
we serve. With all the great minds in our industry coming together in partnership with The Global Alliance
for Responsible Media, we can and should avoid the pitfalls of the past and chart a course for a
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responsible future.”
Luis Di Como, EVP global media at Unilever, said: “The aim of our media investment is to be a force of
good for our purposeful brands and society at large. That’s why we have established and implemented
the Unilever Media Responsibility Framework which advocates responsible platforms, content and
infrastructure.
“We are encouraged by the progress we have made scaling our efforts and working together with the
industry under the Global Alliance for Responsible Media to address the current complex challenges.
The consistency created by aligning the industry definitions, tools, and measurement is another step in
our journey to create a better, brighter, safer and more trustful digital ecosystem for brands and society.

Jane Wakely, lead CMO for Mars, noted that while digital media has fundamentally reshaped the way we
connect with the world, harmful and hateful online content has the power to tear us apart. “By driving
collective action across the industry, and developing safeguards to ensure advertising budgets aren’t
fuelling harmful content, we’re striving to create safer online communities to protect consumers,” she
said.
Finally, John Montgomery, global EVP brand safety at GroupM, said: “When the Alliance launched in
Cannes, we recognized the uncommon collaboration that would be required to make a meaningful
impact on reducing harmful content online. The Alliance has made tremendous progress with a strong
action and plan, and it’s vital this momentum continues. GroupM are proud to lend our full support.”

AD FRAUD ………....………...……………………………………………………………
DoubleVerify Takes A Crack At CTV Fraud With New Supply Certification
https://www.adexchanger.com/digital-tv/doubleverify-takes-a-crack-at-ctv-fraud-with-new-supplycertification/
DoubleVerify introduced a certification program on Tuesday to detect CTV fraud and invalid traffic.
The exploding prices of streaming impressions have been a beacon for fraud, said Roy Rosenfeld, SVP
of product management and head of DoubleVerify’s Fraud Lab. “And there’s an opportunity for fraudsters
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because CTV as a medium and how ads are delivered to content is totally different than web-based or
mobile content,” he said.
The new DoubleVerify program includes five ad tech platforms at launch, Amobee, The Trade Desk,
AppNexus, MediaMath and SpotX, that integrate with the measurement companies video tag for pre-bid
analysis.
CTV fraud can enter the ecosystem in a few different ways. Some CTV apps are fraudulent: They either
don’t exist or have paltry downloads and are juiced up with fake impressions. Bot networks that target
mobile or desktop video campaigns also spoof the device type to masquerade as high-priced CTV.
But the most troubling contributor to CTV fraud, Rosenfeld said, is server-side ad insertion (SSAI),
sometimes called ad stitching or dynamic ad insertion.
SSAI is when content and ads are bundled into one stream by the programmer or distributor. CTV requires
a clean viewing experience, because audiences won’t accept buffering and lag like they do with mobile or
desktop video players. SSAI ensures that consistent viewing experience and speeds up content delivery.
But SSAI also means that campaign verification comes from the publisher, instead of being collected by
DoubleVerify at the device level, Rosenfeld said.
Buyers trust the reporting from major programmers like direct campaigns with Comcast or Hulu, but lesserknown CTV apps also push content through SSAI services and thus obscure where an ad played and the
verification info, like the app name and household or IP address.
“Is this a legit app stitching ads into video streams or a fraudulent app claiming the same thing?” has
become a too-common question for DoubleVerify in the CTV category, Rosenfeld said.
SSAI fraud is also easier to pull off in the CTV space because there isn’t as high adoption of app-ads.txt,
said Nick Frizzell, SpotX’s VP of inventory quality and planning. For browser environments, near universal
adoption of ads.txt means buying platforms know if a vendor is authorized to sell inventory from a certain
publisher.
CTV fraudsters can launder impressions through an SSAI service and claim it’s a campaign from a wellknown app. Without the benefits of app-ads.txt, buying platforms can’t confirm whether that SSAI vendor
or ad network is authorized to carry inventory from that CTV app.
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“The intermediary category is something we’re worried about and we see thriving in the CTV space, Frizzell
said.
Industry initiatives like app-ads.txt and CTV measurement standards being developed by the IAB and IAB
Tech Lab are a step in the right direction, he said: “But an important part of the work is also changing the
mindset many have that CTV is inherently brand-safe, viewable and fraud-free.”

ЗАЩИТА ДАННЫХ ..………...……………………………………………………………
Facebook рассказал пользователям, какую информацию о них собирает
В специальной вкладке отображаются действия пользователя за пределами социальной сети
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/facebook-rasskazala-polzovatelyam-kakuyu-informatsiyu-o-nikh-onasobiraet-41598.html
В Facebook появилась вкладка «Действия вне Facebook», в которую можно попасть через
настройки учетной записи. На странице размещены сведения о том, какие сайты посещал человек,
а также какие приложения он запускал.
Выяснилось, что соцсеть собирает эти сведения даже тогда, когда человек не посещает свой
аккаунт. Кнопка «Очистить историю» позволяет удалить эти данные, но не запрещает Facebook
собирать их в дальнейшем.
В справочном центре социальной сети обновилась информация, теперь там есть сведения о том,
что Facebook может отследить:
-запуск постороннего приложения и вход в него через Facebook;
-просмотр контента;
-поиск товара в интернет-магазине;
-покупку товара или его добавление в корзину;
-перечисление денег на благотворительность.
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Информацию для социальной сети собирают специальные трекеры, вшитые в сайты и приложения.
Разработчикам

эта

информация

нужна

для

того,

чтобы

оценить,

какими

страницами

и приложениями люди пользуются чаще всего.
В конце прошлого года стало известно, что Facebook использовала персональные данные своих
пользователей для давления на конкурентов или для помощи своим партнёрам.
В распоряжении журналистов оказались данные Facebook за 2011−2015 годы, которые утекли
в открытый доступ. На этот раз речь идет о 7 тыс. страниц с разнообразной информацией, из них
1,2 тыс. документов были с пометкой «строго конфиденциально». Обнаружены и сообщения
из внутренней корпоративной переписки.

Маркетологи попросили Google не спешить с блокировкой cookie-файлов
Компании считают, что это может нарушить правильное функционирование инфраструктуры
интернета
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/marketologi-poprosili-google-ne-speshit-s-blokirovkoj-cookie-fajlov41419.html
Маркетологи и рекламные агентства встревожены заявлением Google о прекращении поддержки
сторонних файлов cookie в браузере Chrome к 2022 году, сообщает The Wall Street Journal.
Компании уверены, что это решение может нанести серьезный вред цифровому бизнесу,
потребителям и инновациям. На это в своем заявлении указали представители Национальной
ассоциации рекламодателей и 4А's — Американской ассоциации рекламных агентств.
Они призвали корпорацию пока не предпринимать настолько радикальных шагов, не имея
альтернативы. В ответ Google напомнила, что план компании вступит в силу только после того, как
она найдет способ удовлетворять запросы рекламодателей, о чем в сообщении блога имеется
отдельный абзац.
Джордан

Митчелл,

старший

вице-президент

IAB

Tech

Lab,

уверен,

что

безопасность

и конфиденциальность — это хорошо, но реклама помогает выживать многим сервисам,
за которые люди не могут или не хотят платить. Джастин Скарборо, директор по программным
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медиа PMG Worldwide LLC, считает, что это решение может способствовать развитию цифровой
рекламы, поскольку маркетологам придется выходить на прямые отношения с потребителями.
При этом Safari от Apple Inc. и Firefox корпорации Mozilla уже установили ограничения
на отслеживание файлов cookie.
В середине

июня

браузер

Mozilla

Firefox научился обманывать

рекламодателей,

которые

показывают пользователям контекстную рекламу на основании информации, полученной из cookieфайлов.
Track THIS позволяет полностью изменить контекстную рекламу и сбить с толку рекламодателей,
которые собирают информацию о привычках пользователей без их согласия. Приложение
открывает сразу сто вкладок, и эта информация позволяет полностью изменить контекстную
рекламу на странице.

4 Ways The Death Of The Cookie In Chrome Could Affect Marketers
https://www.adexchanger.com/advertiser/4-ways-the-death-of-the-cookie-in-chrome-could-affectmarketers/
Ad buyers aren’t thrilled about Google Chrome’s decision to phase out third-party cookies, but they’re
thankful it’ll take about two years; Safari and Firefox didn’t extend such a courtesy.
During that time, most buyers intend to rebuild their targeting and measurement strategies. But Google’s
proposed Privacy Sandbox solution is still too theoretical for there to be any certainty around the future of
audience targeting, programmatic buying and advanced attribution.
“This is a really disruptive time and brands are wrapping their heads around what this means for them,”
said Krystal Olivieri, VP of global data investment and strategy at GroupM.
While some marketers and agencies see an opportunity to rebuild the digital advertising ecosystem off of
a more secure infrastructure, others are anxious about losing their foundational tracking mechanism.
"Google’s decision to block third-party cookies … would threaten to substantially disrupt much of the
infrastructure of today's internet without providing any viable alternative, and it may choke off the economic
oxygen from advertising that startups and emerging companies need to survive,” the ANA and the 4A’s
said in a joint statement issued Thursday.
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Here are four things the buy side is thinking about as they navigate through uncertain times.
Build a first-party data strategy
If brands haven’t built their first-party data strategies, it’s high time to do so.
With less granular data available at scale, brands will have to establish a clear value exchange with
consumers to collect their information, whether that’s launching a digital product or service, an e-commerce
offering or a direct-to-consumer brand.
Many brands are already on this journey, having taken data ownership in-house and invested in customer
data platforms. But for brands in data-poor verticals, it will be a tougher road.
“There’s definitely a segment of marketers who are more challenged than others to figure out how to grow
their first-party data set,” said Adam Gitlin, president at Annalect.
These brands can focus on content strategies that draw consumers back to their site. As the Internet of
Things evolves, it could create opportunities to connect with consumers digitally. McDonald’s, for
example, acquired Dynamic Yield to collect more customer data by transforming its in-store experience.
“It’s forcing companies to rethink, should we have a [direct] relationship with consumers and what should
that look like?” said Tyler Pietz, VP of global enterprise solutions at MightyHive. “Acquiring that asset can’t
be a thoughtless exercise.”
Brands also have an opportunity to reset their targeting strategies. Procter & Gamble, which relies on mass
reach, has reassessed the role of programmatic in recent years after realizing it was over-targeting
customers.
Brands will also start relying even more on contextual data across premium publishers.
Some are hopeful that the death of the third-party cookie could lead to an industry with better quality data.
Third-party data companies will struggle massively without the ability to collect cookies from Chrome –
and that’s probably a good thing.
“I’m kind of happy to see that industry disappear,” said Freddie Liversidge, global director of digital
activation at HP.
Targeting and optimization will need to be rethought
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Marketers will no longer be able to do the granular audience targeting they’re used to on desktop. But
were those tactics all that helpful overall?
“How much of that is really valuable?” said Oscar Garza, managing partner at GroupM. “Is the consumer
experience good or not? I think there’s a pretty wide range there.”
While direct response brands might have to readjust how they think about waste in the short term, killing
off retargeting, which irritates consumers, could lead to a better experience overall.
“Half of the incremental value of [retargeting] is overdone,” Liversidge said.
But while retargeting might not be a huge loss, brands will also need to rethink their cross-channel
strategies. Without cookies, it’ll be difficult to transfer data across platforms.
There are some palliatives. Some walled gardens offer clean rooms. Brands can also match their firstparty data using services such as LiveRamp, but that can be expensive and yield low match rates, Garza
said.
If, however, identity consortiums and initiatives, such as LiveRamp’s universal ID, become universally
adopted and hook into Chrome’s API, it could help marketers continue targeting audiences online.
Marketers also have the opportunity to use publisher first-party data – but if those audiences are scaled,
that inventory will be expensive, said James Parker, chief solutions officer of data and planning at Jellyfish.
Unfortunately, it’s hard to plan for the future without knowing exactly what Chrome is going to allow. For
instance, if Google doesn’t offer some kind of browser-based ID, key marketing functions like one-to-one
frequency capping could become impossible.
Old measurement techniques will come to the fore
Restrictions on cross-site measurement will push more spend into closed platforms, which can offer oneto-one measurement. But many agencies have already resigned to this since Google removed the
DoubleClick ID.
The type of attribution marketers can do will depend on the identifiers Chrome supports in its Privacy
Sandbox. If Chrome offers a browser ID, and the ad server can still recognize a visitor from an ad exposure,
view-through and multitouch attribution will remain possible.
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Maintaining view-through would be in Google’s interest so it can attribute dollars to YouTube, Gitlin said.
“They’re interested in ensuring that the delayed value of an ad exposure is still accounted for.”
But if marketers can’t do granular measurement, then expect the industry to revert back to last-click
attribution, panels and surveys. While that may send shivers up some programmatic folks’ spines, the
industry could reset digital measurement to accommodate both linear and digital.
“We plan TV buying on a small panel compared to the US population,” Olivieri said. “We don’t need to
have every single data point on every single consumer to drive impactful advertising.”
But relying on panels means marketers will have to become more comfortable without being able to
measure short-term ROI.
“The CMO tenure is two to four years,” Garza said. “That’s counter to the way things work.”
Agencies will thrive
Without cookies, marketers will consolidate their buys within walled gardens and premium publishers –
making agency clout relevant once again.
“If you can’t guarantee the audience, buying Joe’s blog on the open exchange doesn’t mean anything,”
Liversidge said.
Programmatic guaranteed deals between agencies and publishers will become a major negotiating tactic.
Omnicom Media Group has already been leveraging its clout to negotiate more than 50,000 deal
IDs across its clients.
Agency holding companies have positioned themselves to help brands create and activate first-party data
strategies. And if marketers fall back on last-click attribution, creative agencies can finally step up to crack
the code on digital creative.
“It might be a kick-starter to the creative industry to build something that encourages clicks,” Parker said.
Long-term outlook: unclear
With Google’s road map still unclear, there’s a lot of uncertainty about how the death of the third-party
cookie in Chrome will affect ad buyers.
But one thing is for sure: Walled gardens will continue to grow higher.
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“We’re moving toward a world where major players have large amounts of data and are very protective of
that data,” Gitlin said. “Strategically, that makes a lot of sense.”
Some marketers may panic, but others see the opportunity to reset the targeting and measurement
paradigm. Entrepreneurs building the next cookie-based DSP might now refocus on privacy-centric
solutions that will allow digital advertising to function better.
“In some ways it will close the book on a really fragmented and perhaps overbuilt ecosystem,” Pietz said.
But until Google makes it clear what it will enable, the buy side is in limbo.

There’s been a nearly 70% decline in always-on location data, since iOS 13 rollout
https://marketingland.com/theres-been-a-nearly-70-decline-in-always-on-location-data-since-ios-13rollout-274817
More than GDPR and CCPA, operating system privacy controls may impact the the availability and quality
of location data.
Perhaps more than GDPR or CCPA, Apple’s iOS 13 privacy controls and location alerts may impact the
availability of user location data — just as it’s becoming a critical tool for marketers. According to research
from location verification company Location Sciences, since the adoption of iOS 13 the company has seen
“a 68% decrease in background location data.”
Decline in background location data. Background location is “always-on” location collected at the device
level as the user proceeds through the day and moves from place to place. Foreground location is captured
only when a user has an app open.
Background location is generally more accurate for a range of marketing purposes than isolated data
points collected while an individual is using an app. That’s because always-on location regularly taps into
a GPS signal to provide a moment-by-moment view of user movements vs. only a few hits throughout the
day or week (or less frequently).
iOS 13 location alerts and privacy controls
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Source: Location Sciences
The above finding is based on an analysis of “two billion background location events” analyzed during
September and October 2019 for a single UK-based app publisher. Accordingly, it’s unclear how
representative this data is of the broader market, but it’s probably directionally accurate at a minimum. (An
earlier survey-based study from Blis found that people are consciously exercising greater control over
allowing their locations to be tracked.)
Decline in data accuracy. In addition, Location Sciences says it has seen “a 24% decrease in GPS data
post iOS 13, nearly doubling the amount of low accuracy IP. This signals a shift in location data quality
priorities in the face of privacy.”
GPS data is generally accurate to within a few meters. IP-based location, which comes from mobile phone
carriers and ISPs, is much less accurate, between 1 kilometer and 20 kilometers for fixed IP address and
less accurate for dynamic IP. But it’s much more widely available.
Decline in supply of available background location
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Source: Location Sciences
Location Sciences infers in its report that “The decrease in background location data vs. that of foreground
location data suggests that consumers are more averse to sharing data when they are not using the app
or receiving location-specific value in exchange for shared data.” As a general proposition, the majority of
mobile users are now aware of location tracking. Consumers have indicated in numerous surveys that
they’re typically willing to share location when they understand the benefits of doing so or are rewarded in
some way.
Why we care. If background and high-quality location data become less available over time, according to
Location Sciences, this will “ripple through media delivery, personalized ad experience, audience
segmentation and most importantly location analytics.” The company says that high-quality location data
(or marketing supported by it) will likely cost more in the future.
Marketers will need to better understand location data sources and perhaps consider using a third party
to audit location data. For developers and publishers, enticing users to share location — except for things
like maps — will require a better user experience or improved incentives.
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PROGRAMMATIC …………...……………………………………………………………
Private Marketplace Ad Spending to Surpass Open Exchange in 2020
https://www.emarketer.com/content/private-marketplace-ad-spending-to-surpass-open-exchange-in2020
This year, for the first time, programmatic ad spending on private marketplaces (PMP) will surpass that on
open exchanges. PMPs—a subset of real-time bidding (RTB) in which some sort of private deal exists
between a publisher or a small group of publishers and select ad buyers—will see double-digit growth
throughout the forecast period. Growth in PMP ad spending will outpace that of the open markets by about
3 to 1 in 2020 and beyond.
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Many of the factors limiting open market investment are driving dollars into PMPs, which buyers and sellers
deem safer and more compatible with their long-term strategies.
Also driving investment in PMPs over the next 24 months are:
Improved capabilities for discovering, planning and transacting in PMPs. Experts interviewed for
our latest report on US programmatic trends noted that the past 12 months have brought greater
sophistication and advancement to PMP inventory discovery and campaign planning and management
tools. These tools are making PMP setup and maintenance less cumbersome and labor intensive. They
also noted these advancements are making it easier to transact against key performance indicators (KPIs)
and campaign metrics beyond CPMs.
Continued emphasis on first- and second-party data. In recent years, buyers and sellers have
acknowledged the importance of first- and second-party data (second-party data is first-party data owned
by a publisher, platform or other partner) for building stronger identity graphs and sharing unique audience
insights. But with the fate of third-party tracking and data on the line, focus has intensified. PMPs continue
to prove a primary real-time means of bringing first-party data into a campaign or gaining access to
premium audience insights selectively shared by publishers. “As the cookie starts to go away and the shelf
life is diminished, third-party data won’t be able to be used in as many places,” said Ryan Fleisch, head of
product marketing for Adobe Advertising Cloud. “We’re seeing clients really care about making the most
of every impression that we’re serving because in certain cases, we might not have the same luxury of
scale in the next 12 to 24 months that we’ve had in the past.”
But while PMPs will comprise a growing portion of total RTB ad dollars, RTB’s overall share of
programmatic display ad spending will decline during the next 24 months.
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During this timeframe, spending on programmatic direct (a category largely dominated by social) will also
expand, thanks to continued investment in social advertising and premium ad formats like audio, over-thetop (OTT) and connected TV ads, which all often transact via guarantees.
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VIDEO …………….…………...……………………………………………………………
Увеличение трафика и генерация лидов: видеомаркетинг 2019-2020 в цифрах
Команда Depositphotos изучила последние исследования и собрала данные по рынку в удобную
инфографику
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/videomarketing-2019-2020-statistika-tsifry-i-trendy-41590.html
Видеоплатформы стремительно заменяют ТВ — 60% людей предпочитают смотреть онлайн-видео
вместо телевидения. При этом 78% людей смотрят онлайн-видео каждую неделю, а 55% из них —
каждый день.
Учитывая такое положение вещей, компаниям и профессионалам важно знать, что сейчас
происходит в видеомаркетинге и что его ждет в будущем. Чтобы поделиться самыми интересными
фактами и цифрами, в Depositphotos проанализировали последние исследования и создали
инфографику, которая отражает состояние видеомаркетинга в 2019 и 2020 годах.
Инфографика по ссылке https://www.sostav.ru/publication/videomarketing-2019-2020-statistika-tsifryi-trendy-41590.html

YouTube

стал

обладателем

эксклюзивных

прав

на трансляцию

киберспортивных турниров
Google собирается создать все условия для качественных бесперебойных трансляций
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/youtube-stal-obladatelem-na-translyatsiyu-kibersportivnykh-turnirov41558.html
Компании Activision Blizzard и Google объявили о начале сотрудничества, сообщает портал
Cybersport. Корпорация получила эксклюзивные права на трансляцию Overwatch League, Call
of Duty

League,

чемпионатов

по Hearthstone

и других

событий.

Ранее

мероприятия

транслировались через Twitch.
YouTube обещает поработать над качеством трансляций, чтобы исключить потерю пакетов при
воспроизведении на любом устройстве. Первое крупное событие, которое уже показывает
видеохостинг, — это Call of Duty League, стартовавшая в ночь на 25 января.
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Также стало известно, что в Китае из-за эпидемии смертельного коронавируса скорее всего будут
отменены домашние матчи Overwatch League с участием команд Chengdu Hunters, Hangzhou Spark,
Shanghai Dragons и Seoul Dynasty.
Мероприятие должно пройти с 15 по 18 февраля в Шанхае, однако с конца прошлой недели
правительство и отдельные компании начинают ограничивать массовые мероприятия и закрывать
подразделения, чтобы предотвратить распространение болезни. Значит соревнование либо
перенесут (что сложно из-за уже сформированного расписания сезона), либо вовсе отменят.
Ранее глава Роспотребнадзора Анна Попова успокоила россиян, которые заказывают посылки
из Китая, что для них нет риска заразиться коронавирусом, получив свое отправление.

New era of interactive video will createm advertising opportunities for brands
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jiawertz/2020/01/27/new-era-interactive-video-create-more-advertisingopportunities-for-brands/#261331d5b124
Imagine this: The next season of Netflix’s most tear-jerking drama is set-dressed with home decor products
from your e-commerce boutique. Clickable products drive viewers to your shop, where they order the art
deco lamp they just fell in love with before getting a snack and returning to their episode.
It’s a future that could be near. It’s certainly within reach. But it may not happen on Netflix. Smaller video
streaming platforms are exploring the possibilities around e-commerce marketing within interactive video.
And that presents a world of opportunity to sell your products in a way that’s fresh, seamless, and fun.
The Future Of Advertisements
Netflix claims they didn’t recoup any kickbacks for the immense amount of product placement featured
in Stranger Things 3. The number of Burger Kings, Coca-Colas, Cadillacs and Casios in that season alone
could have tallied an estimated $15 million in revenues. But the show’s creators told the New York
Times they didn’t get any revenue cuts from their elaborate product placements. Being commercial-free
“remains a deep part of our brand proposition,” Netflix said in a statement.
Netflix promotes itself as an ad-free platform. Subscriptions (not advertising) is where the company makes
its nearly $16 billion in annual revenue.
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But their foray into interactive video content a year ago prompted speculation that they were
developing backdoor programmatic product placement strategies. But so far, no such strategies have
become apparent.
Other platforms are more vocal about their pursuit of interactive, programmatic strategies. Streaming video
platform Eko is designed solely to support interactive video, and they’ve partnered with Walmart. The retail
and e-commerce giant invested into Eko shows including the new comedy Wizard School
Dropout, produced by comedy house EffinFunny, giving them prime cuts of product placement real estate
and dibs on clickable, in-episode ads.
“The future of video entertainment is interactive, and this joint venture is a huge step towards bringing this
future to life,” said Yoni Bloch, chief executive officer of Eko.
Walmart is ahead of the game here. As interactive video catches on, smaller e-commerce brands are
going to have to play catch up. Shoppable video isn’t itself a new idea, but it’s been frustratingly slow to
go mainstream. That’s given smaller e-commerce brands some extra time to position themselves for the
new technology and its strategic marketing. But once it blows up, companies won’t want to be left behind,
competing with bigger retailers for the most visible pieces of content.
“What we’re exploring, besides just making funny films and pioneering interactive entertainment, are the
possibilities around long term partnerships between filmmakers and brands,” says Sandeep Parikh, CEO
of EffinFunny. He adds that the nature of video advertisement has changed, but it stands to change even
more dramatically.
“It used to be that advertisers partnered with TV networks, so you’d never know whose advertisements
might appear during your show. But now, filmmakers can decide which brands and retailers are the best
fit for the look and feel of the show.” More intentional pairing of content with sponsors means a higher
likelihood of clickthroughs and sales. It’s less abrasive to the viewer. A win-win for everyone.
Product Placement Works
Statista projected that $11.44 billion U.S. dollars would be spent on product placement in the United States
in 2019, up from $4.75 billion in 2012. And TV accounted for the largest share of U.S. product placement
revenues in 2017 at 70.7%, followed by film with 18.9%.
“The fact is, nobody likes ads. That’s why ad-free platforms like Netflix are popular, and why platforms like
YouTube struggle with users constantly ad-blocking them,” says Parikh. “The solutions we’re exploring are
elegant, inviting, and non-invasive. It’s advertising that’s appropriate for a more sensible and digitally
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intelligent viewing audience. It provides better results for the brand. And networks don’t have to figure out
how to squeeze in commercials or subsidize an ad-free platform.”
Interactive product placement could be the answer that everybody is looking for. And considering that
roughly 49% of Americans took action after seeing product placement in media, it’s clearly a good
marketing strategy.
New forms of video entertainment could give forward-thinking companies a leg up when interactive video
becomes the norm instead of the exception.

MOBILE & MESSANGERS ….……………………………………………………………
App Annie: россияне проводят в мобильных приложениях 2,5 часа в день
Лидером по количеству проведенного времени и скачиваниям у россиян стал WhatsApp
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/app-annie-polovina-vremeni-v-mobilnykh-prilozheniyakh-prikhoditsyana-sotsialnye-seti-41375.html
Компания App Annie опубликовала ежегодный отчет о состоянии мобильного рынка в 2019 году.
Sostav приводит ключевые тезисы исследования по России.
В 2019 году россияне скачали более 5 млрд приложений (это на 35% больше, чем в 2016 году)
и заняли шестое место в мире по числу загрузок.
Россияне в 2019 тратили на мобильные приложения 2,5 часа в день, что на 10% больше
результатов двухлетней давности.
Россияне потратили в приложениях $1,06 млрд, увеличив за три года свои расходы на 155%.
Больше всего тратили в VK, BOOM и ivi.
50%

времени,

потраченного

на мобильные

приложения,

пришлось

на социальные

сети

и мессенджеры. Это на 25% больше, чем два года назад. При этом пользователи продолжают
скачивать новые приложения для общения — только в 2019 году их было загружено 9,5 млрд.
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WhatsApp чаще всего скачивают и проводят в нем больше всего времени. На втором месте
по скачиваниям — «Сбербанк Онлайн», на третьем — VK. При этом по количеству времени,
проведенного в приложении, на втором месте Viber, а третье за VK.
Популярностью в 2019 году пользовалось приложение с короткими видео TikTok. В нем россияне
провели 55 млн часов, что больше на 860% по сравнению с прошлым годом.
Больше всего времени среди шопинг-приложений в 2019 году россияне проводили в Avito, которое
опередило AliExpress и Wildberries.

TikTok Revenues Are Exploding
https://www.barrons.com/articles/beware-facebook-tiktok-revenues-are-exploding51579201752?reflink=smartbrief
TikTok is on fire.
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The wildly popular short-video service generated $176.9 million in revenue in 2019—71% of the total
$247.6 million in revenue the app has ever generated, according to new data from the app-tracking firm
SensorTower.
In the fourth quarter alone, TikTok had revenue of $88.5 million, up two times from the third quarter and
up six times year over year, most of that from advertising and in-app purchases, SensorTower reports.
China accounted for about 69% of the company’s 2019 revenue, according to the firm, with U.S. revenues
accounting for 20%.
A spokesman for TikTok said that as a private company, it doesn’t release its revenue numbers.
TikTok is operated by China-based ByteDance, which, according to CB Insights, is worth more than any
other current venture-backed private company, with a valuation of about $75 billion. Late last year, there
were reports that the U.S. government panel called Cfius—the Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States—opened an investigation of the November 2017 ByteDance acquisition of a San Franciscobased rival called Musical.ly for a reported $800 million to $1 billion. ByteDance has merged Musical.ly
with its own TikTok service, and the use of the app has skyrocketed.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Army and Navy late last year banned the use of TikTok on government-issued
phones on the grounds that the service “is considered a cyber threat.”
Those issues have done nothing to slow TikTok adoption. SensorTower says the app was downloaded
more than 738 million times globally last year, 44% of the 1.65 billion times the app has ever been
downloaded. The 219 million downloads of the app in the fourth quarter was up 6% from the year-ago
quarter and the highest ever.
According to Sensor Tower, TikTok was the No. 2 app on both the Apple App Store and the Google Play
store last year, topped only by the 849 million downloads for the Facebook (ticker: FB) unit WhatsApp.
In October, the Financial Times reported that ByteDance was considering an IPO in the 2020 first quarter
in Hong Kong, but the company has denied having any such plan, and so far no offering has materialized.
Meanwhile, the scrutiny last year over the proposed WeWork stock offering has raised doubts about the
company’s ability to reach a public market valuation above $75 billion.
Note that SoftBank Group’s (9984.Japan) Vision Fund is an investor in ByteDance, along with Sequoia
Capital, Sina Weibo, and SIG Asia Investments.
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Advertisers see early promise in TikTok’s self-serve ad platform
https://digiday.com/marketing/advertisers-see-early-promise-tiktoks-self-serve-ad-platform/
Advertisers with beta access to TikTok’s self-serve ad platform are, for the most part, optimistic about the
global media sensation’s attempts to reach marketplace parity as an ad-supported platform.
ByteDance’s TikTok knows it needs to grow up, primarily because it would be leaving money on the table
by not making it easier for ad buyers to, well, buy advertising. The self-serve ad model, introduced last fall,
gets high marks from advertisers for being relatively easy to use and increasing brand awareness. But it
lacks robust targeting and an application programming interface critical for automated buying, and it
offers inferior metrics compared to more mature platforms like Facebook.
“The platform has most of the bells and whistles of other self-serve social ad platforms,” said Carly Carson,
director of social for PMG, but she added, it’s “missing a few key reporting metrics.”
TikTok would not comment on the existence of a self-serve ad model in beta.
“So far it’s been a challenge to drive really good performance on the platform,” said Asher Chester, director
of performance marketing for Agency Within. Chester said he’s seen high engagement on his clients’
TikTok ads, but he added, “You’re not able to be as precise with targeting on TikTok as you are with most
of the other platforms.”
Chester said having influencers or recognizable faces featured in ads or making ads that feature a hashtag
challenge helps drive engagement. Any type of ad featuring content that seems native to TikTok performs
better, he found.
Making it easier for advertisers to find influencers or for creators to work with directly on advertisements is
something that TikTok is already working on with its Creator Marketplace, which is also in beta testing. To
address the high bounce rates that her clients are experiencing, Carson said she wants to see how TikTok
collaborates with brands to make the ad experience more seamless.
Since last fall women’s apparel brand Ivory Ella has advertised on TikTok, and its ads are a combination
of creator-driven content and merchandise-focused content. Creator-driven posts feature popular TikTok
stars like Arianna Lee (@arianalee99) and Charli Elise (@charli_elise) sporting Ivory Ella clothing while
lip-synching or dancing. The result: TikTok has become a top traffic referrer for the apparel company.
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“I’m nervous about what will happen when all the advertisers figure it out,” said Rachel Bulla, who serves
as client partnerships vp for Buckland Co, Ivory Ella’s agency. “The barrier of entry is super low. You can
get a campaign up in a couple of minutes.” (So far, the biggest challenge Bulla has had with the self-serve
ad model is having to refresh it often because of updates.)
Carson said she would like to see expanded targeting capabilities, such as the ability to target by using
hashtags, and a more seamless, less manual customer-relationship-management integration option
through an API. Bulla said the ability to track conversions is also something she would like to see improved.
The possibility of a more curated and brand-safe discovery feature on TikTok, similar to Snapchat’s
Discover tab, also intrigued Carson and Bulla. Nonetheless, both said they hope that this would not detract
from the seemingly random, algorithm-driven user experience for which TikTok is known.
“Part of what makes TikTok so great is that it feels very user driven,” Carson said. “I would hate to see the
app become more commercialized. If the curated content can stay true to the highly creative nature of
current TikTok content, it could win. But if it’s just a replica of other apps’ approaches to curated content,
it might fall flat [with] TikTok users.”
For TikTok, the opportunity to attract more advertisers and demonstrate that it’s much more than an app
where people simply lip-sync or dance is immense. In 2019, it was downloaded more than 738 million
times and grossed nearly $177 million worldwide, according

to Sensor Tower. In both the App Store

and on Google Play globally, TikTok was the second most-downloaded app in 2019, surpassed only by
WhatsApp’s 849 million downloads.
“There will be a lot of brands that will hesitate because they don’t know how to use it and it’s not as
trackable; that’s the first-mover disadvantage,” Chester said. “But having the right creative and making
sure you show up in a way you’re confident in is really important.”

AUDIO ..…………...………….……………………………………………………………
Стартовал предзаказ на умную колонку от Mail.ru
«Маруся» поможет со звонками через «ВКонтакте» и «подружится» с домашней техникой
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/startoval-predzakaz-na-umnuyu-kolonku-ot-mail-ru-41593.html
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Сегодня, 29 января, компания Mail.ru открыла предзаказ умной колонки «Капсула» с голосовым
помощником «Маруся». Стоимость устройства составит 6990 рублей.
Умная колонка должна будет поступить на прилавки магазинов в конце квартала. Ее можно будет
купить и через онлайн, и в физических магазинах. Конкретных ритейлеров Mail.ru пока не называет,
также не раскрывается объем первой партии устройств.
«Капсула» сможет рассказать последние новости, рассчитать время в пути до работы, напомнить
о важных делах и решать другие ежедневные вопросы, говорят в Mail.ru Group. Пользователи
«ВКонтакте» также смогут звонить друзьям через социальную сеть. Вместе с колонкой покупатели
получат три месяця подписки на музыку во «ВКонтакте» и встроенную систему музыкальных
рекомендаций.
Для обучения ребенка, который пока не может сформулировать речевой запрос, можно будет
приобрести интерактивные пластиковые RFID-карты. На картах будут записаны развивающие игры,
забавные звуки и другой контент. Чтобы поиграть с колонкой, нужно будет поднести карту
к считывателю, встроенному в Капсулу.
Анна Артамонова, вице-президент Mail.ru Group:
Запуск Капсулы особенно важен для компании, так как это первое физическое устройство, которое
компания выводит на рынок. При этом, Капсула стала первой колонкой, которая обладает
функцией онлайн-звонков через соцсеть «ВКонтакте». Мы считаем важным развивать колонку как
инструмент коммуникации между людьми, так как функции общения станут следующим
эволюционным этапом в развитии голосовых сервисов.
В конце прошлого года компания Mail.ru запустила новогоднюю рекламную кампанию, в рамках
которой представила новое устройство — умную колонку с голосовым помощником по имени
«Маруся». В видео гаджет выступает в роли помощника Деда Мороза, который и знакомит
зрителей с ним.

Why Audio Ads Should Be A Part Of Your Advertising Strategy In 2020
https://martechseries.com/mts-insights/guest-authors/audio-ads-part-advertising-strategy-2020/
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The IoT allows more and more consumers to have an online presence almost 24/7 via devices:
smartphones, tablets, smart boxes and sticks, smart speakers, watches — you name it. These
developments open new opportunities for companies to reach and engage with their customers.
Advertisers who opt for programmatic ads level up their marketing game in targeting various types of
audiences. However, in 2020, it’s not just the programmatic that matters, but the type of content you
choose — visual ads alone are no longer enough to build a consistent marketing strategy.
Meet the new medium that will gain momentum this year — audio programmatic, a screenless link between
a brand and a potential consumer. Facts hit right away: the US audio ad spendings grew by 30% in the
first half of 2019 to $1.2bn, according to the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) review. As far as the ad
traffic goes, the audience for audio ads was 191.6 million last year (according to a Statista study).
Programmatic Audio Ad Formats
Audio programmatic advertising works on the same principles as the video ads — you configure the ad
campaign parameters to target a particular audience. From then on, it’s a matter of format that fits your
goals best. Here are the most popular audio ad formats.
Linear Audio Ads. These types of audio ads have three basic placings: Pre-Roll, Mid-Roll, Post-Roll.
Audio unit can appear before or after an audio stream (podcast, track, etc.), as well as during a streaming
section.
Companion Display Ads. Static banners with a logo and a CTA. Viewers may click it throughout an audio
ad track.
Audio Ad Pods. A one-by-one set of linear ads.
Skippable Ads. Pre-roll and mid-roll ads in an audio file that viewers may skip. The main goal is to study
the user’s behavior and content interests.
How Audio Ads Work
IAB developed DAAST (Digital Audio Ad Serving Template), which provides general audio ad specs and
reporting capabilities. Due to optimization reasons, DAAST standard was integrated into the VAST
4.1 (Video Ad Serving Template). Here’s a detailed infographic on how DAAST works:
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Image source: IAB
How To Launch Audio Ads
Just like in standard programmatic advertising, to launch a campaign you need to connect to a demandside platform that supports such format. When you log in into your account, you set where you want your
ad to be played (podcast, streaming music, or digital broadcasting), the type of ad (linear, ad pods, etc.),
placing options (Pre-Roll, Mid-Roll, Post-Roll), and of course — targeting options. As for the last one, it’s
probably the main option that differs from one provider to another, as they have a different amount of SSPs
where they can deliver your ad.
Read More: How Adding Audio Advertising to Your Channels Will Mute the Competition
5 Reasons To Include Audio Ads Into Your 2020 Marketing Strategy
Much like video ads, programmatic audio ads can offer a number of benefits that will make it a universally
acclaimed tool for advertisers in 2020. Utilizing the best of the video programmatic features, it adds extra
ones like the ability to reach out to consumers where other ad channels are helpless. For example,
Millennials and Centennials are the main audio consumers. Hence, your brand can use the audio channel
to boost ad engagement and reach for these demographics.
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Image source: IAB Digital-Audio-Buyer’s-Guide
1. Easy-To-Track
Programmatic audio ads may sound perplexing for marketers who are more into video marketing.
However, you can track the effectiveness of audio just like you would for the visual content. You can
analyze and measure campaigns with the following metrics to nail marketing tactic and strategy:
Impressions — ad tagging, will help you track and verify launches through music-stream platforms and
audio podcasts. While you can choose any part of the audio unit to place the ad tag, it’s highly
recommended to set them at the end.
Downloaded programs — the client player has to send ad data back to the source to track these metrics.
As this feature is not available in some of the popular apps (e.g. Apple Podcast) — IAB prepared a
standalone document IAB Podcast Metric Guidelines v2 that describes new standards for reviewing server
logs pursuant to concreted key metrics for certain attribution.
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Results — you can easily track campaign results for native ads, voice-activated ads and companion ads.
Independent Research — you can engage third-party verification vendors to analyze programmatic audio
ad campaigns and improve your advertising strategy.
2. Hyperlocal targeting for SMBs
Much like the video hyperlocal targeting, with the help of audio programmatic, you can now set up a radius
(min. 100 meters) where your message will engage with the devices of your target audience. This appears
to be highly effective for small and medium businesses like retail stores, coffee rooms and bars —
whenever people pass by, they receive a relevant voice ad that invites them. Use discounts or any
promotional tools to lure the clients in.
3. Effective when visual ads are helpless
How to reach customers, when they drive or jog, or listen to their favorite podcasts in their cozy houses?
Audio ads can reach these customers where video ads fail to, delivering impressions without any visual
contact. The audio ad is at its best when it comes to paving the way for the advertiser when the only
channel is the ears of listeners.
4. Cost-efficient
Audio advertising is traditionally less costly to produce than visual ad units. Programmatic took it to another
level, offering advertisers a variety of platforms (programmatic audio ads contribute almost 25% of the
total Spotify’s revenue) with precise targeting and personalized experience. According to Paul Cocks
(EMEA product strategy lead at Google), the results for their 2018 campaign with Nestle and Zenith proved
how progressive and attractive the audio programmatic is in terms of cost. Even though the proportion of
audio for the campaign was 30% of the budget, it reflected 51% of the reach.
5. High customer engagement rate
The obvious benefits advertisers get when opting for audio programmatic ads in their strategies are
stunning engagement and listen-through rates. For instance, linear audio ads are not easily skippable,
they don’t overwhelm (listeners hear one ad at a time and it doesn’t require any interface interaction).
Furthermore, Nielsen Media Lab claims audio ads have a 24% higher recall rate than traditional display
ads. According to the Midroll Media Report, 60% of podcast listeners made a purchase after listening to a
podcast audio ad.
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Programmatic audio advertising is a progressive source of monetization for publishers and a cost-effective
tool for advertisers who strive to reach their target audience where visual channels fail. All of this makes
programmatic audio a must-have for your 2020 marketing strategy.

SOCIAL MEDIA & INFLUENCERS ………………………………………………………
3 Evolving Social Media Trends to Embrace in 2020
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/3-evolving-social-media-trends-to-embrace-in-2020/570558/
The social media marketing landscape is so dynamic these days that it can be really difficult to keep up
with.
Social media marketing is now highly integrated into various workflows, and increasingly technologydriven, and those very same innovations are disrupting the way consumers discover and buy products
online, influencing purchase journeys, and changing the way that customers interact with brands.
In order to remain competitive, every brand needs to keep on the latest tech trends and innovations. In
this post, we'll look at a few social media marketing trends which could provide massive opportunities, as
well as challenges, for digital marketers in 2020 and beyond.
1. Storytelling may soon replace social media updates
Stories have become an increasingly popular social media format.
Instagram Stories is used by more than 500 million people every day
WhatsApp Status, that app's own version of Stories, is also used by 500 million people daily
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg noted back in 2018 that Stories were on track to "posts in Feed as the
most common way that people share across all social apps"
And importantly, a quarter of Millennials and Gen Z users now look for Stories for brand and product info
Given all this, it makes sense that brands should be looking to increase their focus on Stories.
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But while the Stories format does provide new engagement opportunities, brands do have one significant
challenge to overcome. With such a fast-moving and crowded content format, how do you stand out? How
do you create memorable Stories that will halt users from immediately swiping away at first opportunity?
One major key lies in utilizing the right tools - and luckily, there are some powerful Stories options being
launched to meet increasing demand.
For example, BoostApps recently launched a set of content creation tools for all your social media needs,
including story creation.
StoryBoost is a solid option here, providing an affordable, up-to-date, story creation tool which will help
anyone, from novice to expert, to put together more engaging, interesting Stories frames.
The StoryBoost app offers great looking templates, and even pre-written copy ideas, which will help you
produce creative elements that are relevant to today's marketing needs.
2. Personalization is replacing interruptive experiences
Traditionally, social media marketing - as with most common marketing tactics - has been about
interrupting whatever a user is doing at any given time (scrolling their feed, watching videos, etc.) to try
and prompt them to engage with your brand.
But interruptive tactics are losing their impact - in the modern world, consumers have more control than
ever over which ads they allow in their feeds, what content they engage with, and with so many messages
competing for their attention, winning their time is key.
Advanced and omnichannel personalization tools cater to this, by providing more integrated marketing
capabilities and tapping into data to customize messaging.
For example, Starbucks incorporates omnichannel strategies in personalization campaigns through its
mobile app, which enables it to provide a unique, targeted experience to each customer, based on in-store
purchases and location info.
Finding a technology partner to help you analyze your customer data, and then build personalized
experiences, is the key. Apps like Duda, for example, enable you to formulate a variety of triggers in order
to deliver personalized landing pages to website visitors.
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There's now a range of tools like this, which make it easier to gather, analyze and implement campaigns
based on advanced customer insights.
At the next level above that, AI-powered tools enable a broader level of data access, which, in turn, can
ensure that you're providing each customer with what they need, while also monitoring their behavior and
building on your calculations.
But, of course, when utiliizing people's personal data, privacy concerns also need to be considered.
You don't "own" someone's personal data just because they agreed to buy something from you, or
registered at your site. In order to justify your data collection and utilization processes, you need to be able
to provide value in return - so while gathering more insight may seem like the best path, gathering
functional, helpful data, that will enable you to build better systems, is what you really need.
Consumers are usually willing to give companies their personal information so long as they see value in it
for them (e.g. tailored experiences, ability to customize products, and personalized deals).
Real-time personalization (i.e. data-driven personalization completed in less than one second) is another
fast-growing trend powered by machine learning and AI. Imagine your site changing in real-time based on
how a user is interacting with it.
Again, the future of marketing personalization is being able to give your users what they need, even before
they know they need it. And the pathway to that advanced level of insight is collecting relevant data to help
build your understanding.
3. Augmented Reality (AR) is offering more connecting opportunities
Augmented Reality (AR) is about overlaying virtual objects on top of a real-world environment, most often
facilitated (these days) by using the camera on a smartphone.
But unlike virtual reality, which shuts the real physical world out completely, AR enhances your view, which
can also make it a more effective tool for marketing, as it enables consumers to see things in a real-world
context.
AR enables brands to create one-of-a-kind, immersive experiences, which facilitates even more
connection and brand-building opportunities. With AR, brands will eventually be able to provide virtual
tours, hold virtual events, and enable customers to try their products without ever living the comfort of their
homes.
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Solutions like Lens That are already there helping brands to integrate AR into their marketing strategy:

The future is challenging but exciting
Social media marketing is entering the new era, which, as noted, is increasingly being driven by
technological development.
In order to accommodate these new technologies, brands need to build a cohesive marketing technology
stack.
The good news is, social media marketing technology is advancing at a fast pace in order to meet the
demand for smarter, more integrated, cross-platform and machine-learning-enhanced marketing software.
The web is getting faster, and engaging the customer is getting even more challenging. The answer to this
lies in building a cross-platform presence, and utilizing aggregated data from all channels for advanced
understanding of your market.

‘Definitely a concern’: Influencer fraud is on the rise again on Instagram
https://digiday.com/marketing/definitely-concern-influencer-fraud-rise-instagram/
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Influencer fraud continues to be a problem for marketers, particularly on Instagram, per a new report.
Despite the company’s efforts to rein in influencer engagement fraud, a report from influencer marketing
measurement firm Instascreener has found that fake engagement on Instagram is on the rise again.
According to Instascreener’s data, initially in May after Instagram removed the likes and comments of
users from third-party apps, fake influencer engagement rates declined from 1.7% to 1% on certain
accounts with the least authentic audiences. But from September to December 2019, the fake engagement
rate for those accounts increased from 1% to nearly 1.2% because some influencers who report fake
engagement rates were able to figure out workarounds to circumvent Instagram’s methods.
According to agency executives and brand marketers, the problem results from the fact that engagement
has been prioritized as the a top metric of success for influencer marketing. Some media buyers and brand
marketers say, however, the engagement rate should be considered as only one of many metrics. They
said they need to do deeper research to figure out if their influencer marketing practices are working. And
marketers said they need to ask influencers to share more of their data directly with advertisers and
agencies.
“You can’t necessarily count on Instagram to solve this fake follower program,” said Sean Spielberg, cofounder of Instascreener. “Fake followers and fake engagement is kind of like an arms race. When
Instagram creates a new fancy algorithm to detect fraud, someone immediately begins working on ways
to get around it,” he added. “Then fraud creeps up again. It won’t ever go to zero if brands and agencies
wait for Instagram to solve the problem.”
Instagram did not immediately respond to a request for comment.
Media buyers told Digiday they are not instructing their clients to pull back from using the platform or
influencer marketing. That’s reflected in Instascreener’s report: In 2019 companies spent $1.9 billion on
influencer marketing in the U.S. and Canada, with $1.4 billion of that going to influencer marketing on
Instagram. Yet, as much as $255 million of the $1.4 billion spent on Instagram was lavished on accounts
with fake followers, per Instascreener.
“Engagement fraud is definitely a concern amongst brands and agencies alike,” said a media buyer at a
digital agency who requested anonymity. “That said, we have not recommended — nor do we typically
see — brands shying away from influencer tactics solely because of engagement fraud concerns.”
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Instead of shying away from influencer marketing, media buyers and brand marketers are deeming
engagement just one factor in their decision to select influencers to work with rather than the sole reason.
“We still use engagement rate as a metric of success,” said a marketer at a major consumer packaged
goods company that uses influencers.
“All of us marketers are trying to figure out what is the right metric in the space,” she continued. “We look
at likes and comments diagnostically, but we have much more advanced measurements that are closer
linked to sales that we leverage as well.” This marketer declined to share which advanced measurements
her company relies on to measure the success of influencer marketing.
“Engagement is still an important metric because we want to make sure that our influencer partners are
driving conversations with their followers about our brands,” wrote Kristin Maverick, 360i’s vp of social and
influencer marketing at 360i, in an email. “We dig into comments to see if the brand is resonating with an
influencer’s audience and driving consideration and conversion.”
She added, “But, we also look at other metrics to tell the full story. We use a mix of tools such as tracking
sales data from DCM tracking on our clients’ e-commerce sites, discount codes and paid social results.”
Vickie Segar, founder of influencer marketing shop Village Marketing, said the engagement rate is the
wrong measurement for marketers to use in measuring influencer marketing effectiveness. Instead, Segar
said marketers should ask influencers to share story views and sticker taps. Segar’s clients also use
affiliate codes, enablingmarketers to attribute sales data to influencer marketing.
“Influencer marketing is an industry where people are so confused by the scale,” Segar said. “It’s really
hard to look at an influencer and understand what they are doing [for a client]. Marketers need to ask the
right questions to fight fraud. Ask for screen grabs of past stories and [length of] story view averages. Ask
for one from last week and a month ago.”
Other media buyers said that agencies and advertisers need to adjust how they think about influencer
marketing altogether. Instead of using influencers’ on Instagram to realize a direct sale at a particular
moment, companies should keep a more “long-term focus” and use influencers’ activity to understand
more about their brands and what their consumers want, said Lauren Dubinsky, director of social media
for The Variable. That’s something the Clorox Company might be trying to achieve right now as it develops
an influencer advisory council.
Shifting their focus to analyze longer-term metrics could be critical for marketers. “In the world of influencer
marketing, brand and creator relationships are still key,” said the media buyer. “If a brand can find an
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advocate who they know has a qualified, passionate audience, engaging in long-term relationships with
that creator can lead to better content and confidence in knowing their dollars are not being wasted.”

НОВОСТИ ИНТЕРНЕТ-РЕКЛАМЫ БЕЛАРУСИ ...….……………………………….
Компания Gemius S.A озвучила цены на медиа исследования в Беларуси на
2020 год для агентств и сайтов
https://marketing.by/novosti-rynka/kompaniya-gemius-s-a-ozvuchila-tseny-na-media-issledovaniya-vbelarusi-na-2020-god-dlya-agentstv-i-s/
Исследовательская компания Gemius S.A назвала цены на свои продукты по анализу медиа среды
Байнета в 2020 году. Стоимости аудиторного исследования gemiusAudience, а тажке трекинга
онлайн рекламных кампаний gemiusDirectEffect снижены для Беларуси. Компания также
акцентирует внимание, что стоимость исследований не изменится в 2020 году, несмотря на
ожидаемое добавление данных по мобильной аудитории сайтов и рекламных кампаний.
Участие в исследовании для беларуских онлайн изданий зависит от трафика и стартует от 100 евро
в месяц для сайтов с посещаемостью до 1 млн. просмотров страниц.
Базовое исследование компании Gemius – медиапанель gemiusAudience, результаты которой
используются для целей медиапланирования, конкурентного анализа рекламных площадок по
социо-демографическим показателям, стоит 500 евро за месячный отчет.
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Исследования gemiusDirectEffect, с помощью которого рекламодатели могут отследить аналитику
по собственным онлайн рекламным размещениям в едином интерфейсе, будет стоить 100 евро за
подключение к API. Трекинг рекламной кампании будет оцениваться в стоимость за клик или за
тысячу показов баннера.

Участие медиаплощадок в исследовании становится платным. Стоимость будет зависеть от
посещаемости сайта в месяц.
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Представители компании пока не сообщают, с кем из беларуских паблишеров заключены договора
- пока идет переговорный процесс.

Женщина до 35 со смартфоном на Android: Viber поделился итогами года по
Беларуси
https://marketing.by/analitika/zhenshchina-do-35-so-smartfonom-na-android-viber-podelilsya-itogamigoda-po-belarusi/
Компания Viber подвела итоги 2019 года и выяснила социально-демографические характеристики
пользователей и их предпочтения.
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Количество зарегистрированных пользователей Viber – более 1 миллиарда людей по всему миру.
В Беларуси приложением для общения пользуется каждый третий житель страны. При этом
большая часть – женщины (56%), 44% пользователей представляют мужскую половину беларуской
аудитории.
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Процентное соотношение пользователей по возрастным группам разделилось следующим
образом: 60% – основное ядро аудитории – это люди моложе 35 лет (26% пользователей Viber
младше 24 лет, 34% в возрасте от 25 до 34) и 40% – старше 35 лет. Большинство из них –
пользователи Android (89,3%), в то время как держателей iOS оказалось гораздо меньше – 10,7%,
что отражает тенденции рынка.
Чаще других используют Viber жители крупных городов. Самым “общительным” оказался Минск –
16% вызовов было совершено и 13% сообщений от общего числа отправлено именно из столицы.
На втором и третьем местах расположились Брест и Гродно соответственно.
В течение года беларусы не теряли активности и продолжали общаться и делиться эмоциями с
помощью сообщений, звонков, стикеров и GIPHY.
Самым скачиваемым стикерпаком 2019 года в Беларуси стал “Эй, привет!”, на втором месте
брендированный стикерпак II Европейских Игр, которые проводились летом в Минске. Замыкает
тройку лидеров пак “Любовь витает в воздухе”, героями которого стали влюбленные зверята.
GIPHY используют более 18% пользователей.
По статистике новогодней ночи в Беларуси на 16% выросло число отправок сообщений, звонков
было совершено на 28% больше обычного. Самым скачиваемым новогодним стикерпаком стал "С
Новым 2020 годом".

МТС запустил пилотные зоны 5G в Беларуси
https://marketing.by/novosti-rynka/mts-zapustil-pilotnye-zony-5g-v-belarusi/
Телекоммуникационный оператор и провайдер цифровых услуг МТС в рамках опытной
эксплуатации запустил пилотные зоны нового поколения связи стандарта 5G (New Radio) в Минске.
Один из пилотов развернули на проспекте Независимости. Демонстрационная зона работает на
существующей инфраструктуре оператора с использованием оборудования Huawei и Cisco на
частотах в диапазоне 3600–3700 МГц.
Технологию на проспекте Независимости протестировали в реальных условиях с помощью
смартфона Huawei Mate 20X и роутера HUAWEI 5G CPE Pro. Скорость загрузки составила более 1
гигабита в секунду. Например, видео размером более 500 мегабайт загрузилось примерно за 6
секунд.
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Стандарт связи пятого поколения предоставит абонентам новый пользовательский опыт
потребления услуг мобильного интернета с сопутствующими новыми сервисами, которые требуют
сверхскоростей, гарантий качества, высокой пропускной способности и чувствительны к пингу.
Развитие получат сервисы виртуальной и дополненной реальности, удаленное управление
беспилотными устройствами.
В перспективе внедрение нового стандарта станет драйвером развития различных отраслей, сети
5G задействуют в таких направлениях, как телемедицина, «умный» город, «умное» производство,
«умный» дом и транспорт.

НОВОСТИ IAB GLOBAL ..………………………...…….……………………………….
Randall Rothenberg: The Cookie’s Death Heralds A Better Future For The Web
https://www.adexchanger.com/data-driven-thinking/randall-rothenberg-the-cookies-death-heralds-thebirth-of-a-better-future-for-the-web/
"Data-Driven Thinking" is written by members of the media community and contains fresh ideas on the
digital revolution in media.
Today’s column is written by Randall Rothenberg, CEO at the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB).
Last week Google sent shock waves across the industry when it announced it would phase out third-party
cookies for Google Chrome over the next two years.
But from my vantage point, why so shocked?
There is no arguing that cookies have been extraordinarily valuable to the entire consumer economy.
Studies show that the ad targeting they have powered has been worth more than $25 billion to the
consumer economy by creating more efficiencies and allowing advertising to more effectively reach
interested consumers. Say what you want about “those creepy ads that follow you around the internet,”
but consumers undeniably buy based on those ads, and they have helped brands, publishers and
intermediaries grow.
At the same time, Congress, the European Union, the California attorney general and other governments
have said that the third-party digital economy cannot stand as-is. Consumer groups – some of which are
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pretty sophisticated about how the digital marketing and media supply chain works – have been urging
them on and applauding.
There are two approaches to closing browsers and devices to third-party cookies. One is to simply slam
the door without input from the businesses affected and leave them to deal with it – as Apple and Mozilla
have done. The smarter, more productive path – the one that Microsoft and now Google are taking – is to
seek input that helps drive the industry forward and aligns the interests of citizens, businesses and
governments. It's no secret which approach the IAB prefers.
Google’s announcement simply ratifies a reality that has been bearing down for several years in the
marketing-media ecosystem. The company has done a good job involving the industry in a broader
conversation and has been public for months about its thinking, so this announcement shouldn’t be a
surprise.
Cookies are an imperfect technology that never should have been the backbone of personalized
communications. But, most of the hysteria about cookies is overblown. We continue to worry – with
evidence – that the death of cookies will make smaller publishers less competitive and drive more
advertising to a small set of closed-loop, one-stop-shop platforms. The internet’s wealth of decentralized
content will be harder for brands and retailers to take advantage of with a cookieless web.
However, it is now time to double-down and work together to create a safe, efficient supply chain that
enables innovation and competition, and benefits consumers, businesses and economies alike.
Now is not the time for manifestos. Now is not the time to die on a hill defending third-party cookies. Now
is the time for fixing the problem collectively. We must come to consensus and develop a solution so that
the consumer and business benefits of personalization can be maintained and extended, without the
attendant anxieties that make the current digital marketing supply chain unsustainable.
Major industry trade associations such as ANA, 4A’s, Network Advertising Initiative, IAB and the IAB Tech
Lab have done this several times before, with the antifraud mechanism TAG, the privacy initiative Digital
Advertising Alliance and soon with Privacy for America, a national privacy law.
This isn’t the end. This is a new and better beginning.
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IAB Russia представила результаты анализа состояния рынка аудиторных
данных
https://iabrus.ru/news/1762
Исследование проводилось по инициативе индустриального комитета BigData & Programmatic IAB
Russia с целью описания состояния локального российского рынка аудиторных данных на 2019 год
и отслеживания динамики развития рынка за последние два года.
Результаты исследования демонстрируют переход рекламодателей к работе с собственными и
сторонними аудиторными онлайн-данными на постоянной основе и формирование data-driven
подхода в их активностях. В 2019 году используют данные 100% опрошенных рекламодателей, в
то время как по результатам исследования в 2017 г. доля таких ответов составляла 79 %. Подобная
тенденция свидетельствует о стремлении игроков более эффективно взаимодействовать со своей
целевой аудиторией, инвестировать в проекты по работе с аудиторными данными и развивать
собственную экспертизу в этом направлении.
Кроме того, клиенты начали больше использовать 3rd party данные. Так 61% рекламодателей
закупают сторонние данные для таргетирования рекламы на стороне инструментов закупки
рекламы (DSP), что на 11 % больше, чем в 2017 г. Рынок растет во многом благодаря появлению
новых поставщиков данных. Рекламодатели уже одновременно активно использую как DMP
платформы, так и данные об офлайн-покупках, данные сотовых и wi-fi операторов, фискальные
данные. Полученные из разных источников 3rd party данные позволяют не только углубить знания
о существующей аудитории бренда и охватить новых потребителей, но и настроить более четкий
таргетинг по демографии, поведенческим характеристикам и контекстуальному таргетингу.
Тренд на персонализацию активно поддерживают и площадки. 45% опрошенных используют
собственные данные для автоматической оптимизации рекламных кампаний и почти 39% для
персонализации контента, что на 20% больше, чем в 2017 году. Площадки также стремятся к
максимальной монетизации своих данных, в связи с чем они наращивают собственную экспертизу
и предоставляют рекламодателям более качественный сервис для размещения рекламы,
предлагая новые эксклюзивные возможности для таргетинга на целевую аудиторию, а также
оптимизируя собственные показатели по удержанию посетителя.
Еще одной ключевой тенденцией рынка данных в 2019 году стала тема и тесной интеграции между
офлайн и онлайн данным и внедрение CDP. Перед многими рекламодателями стоит задача
объединить знания о потребителях из всех доступных источников, главным образом данные об
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онлайн активности, собранные в DMP, с данными о потребительском поведении, фиксируемыми
офлайн в CRM.
Результаты исследования позволили экспертам IAB Russia сделать вывод о росте качества данных
на отечественном рынке. Доля рекламодателей полностью удовлетворенных качеством
закупаемых аудиторных данных выросла более чем в 3 раза, доля площадок - более чем в 2 раза.
Анжела Федорченко, сопредседатель комитета Big Data & Programmatic IAB Russia,
управляющий директор Weborama Russia:
"Исследование проводится в рамках деятельности комитета уже второй раз и доказало свою
актуальность.
За два года роль аудиторных данных в рекламных проектах значительно возросла, что
подтверждается оценкой экспертов, участвующих в исследовании. Значительный уровень
проникновения аудиторных данных и data-подхода в коммуникационные стратегии рекламодателей
драйвят развитие рынка. Одновременно появляются новые игроки, технологии, инструменты,
которые также задают темп развития индустрии.
Исследование подтверждает факт того, что рекламодатели готовы проверять различные гипотезы
и экспериментировать в поисках эффективных путей взаимодействия с аудиторией.
Можно с уверенностью сказать, что в 2020 году следует ожидать продолжения положительного
тренда роста локального рынка как в части использования технологий, так и в части качества
данных".
Александр Папков, сопредседатель комитета Big Data & Programmatic IAB Russia, Вицепрезидент IAB Russia и Директор по технологиям Media Direction Group:
"Проведённое

исследование

наглядно

демонстрирует

динамику

изменений

отношения

рекламодателей к работе с данными.
Очевидно, что потребность в эффективном использовании и управлении данными растёт. Вместе
с ней значительно растут затраты как на сами данные, так и на инструменты, позволяющие закупать
рекламу на их основе. Рынок переходит в стадию зрелости, а вместе с ней сформировавшийся
тренд использования данных для планирования, размещения и оптимизации кроссмедийных
кампаний позволяет с оптимизмом смотреть в будущее и ожидать дальнейшего роста рынка и
появления новых, более технологичных продуктов".
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